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Swing Hacks helps Java developers move beyond the basics of Swing, the graphical user interface
(GUI) standard since Java 2. If you're a Java developer looking to build enterprise applications with
a first-class look and feel, Swing is definitely one skill you need to master. This latest title from
O'Reilly is a reference to the cool stuff in Swing. It's about the interesting things you learn over the
years--creative, original, even weird hacks--the things that make you say, "I didn't know you could
even do that with Swing!" Swing Hacks will show you how to extend Swing's rich component set in
advanced and sometimes non-obvious ways. The book touches upon the entire Swing gamut-
tables, trees, sliders, spinners, progress bars, internal frames, and text components. Detail is also
provided on JTable/JTree, threaded component models, and translucent windows. You'll learn how
to filter lists, power-up trees and tables, and add drag-and-drop support. Swing Hacks will show
you how to do fun things that will directly enhance your own applications. Some are visual
enhancements to make your software look better. Some are functional improvements to make your
software do something it couldn't do before. Some are even just plain silly, in print only to prove it
could be done. The book will also give you give you a small glimpse of the applications coming in
the future. New technology is streaming into the Java community at a blistering rate, and it gives
application developers a whole new set of blocks to play with. With its profusion of tips and tricks,
Swing Hacks isn't just for the developer who wants to build a better user interface. It's also ideally
suited for client-side Java developers who want to deliver polished applications, enthusiasts who
want to push Java client application boundaries, and coders who want to bring powerful
techniques to their own applications. Whatever your programming needs, Swing Hacks is packed
with programming lessons that increase your competency with interface-building tools.
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Java, A Beginner's Guide, 5th Edition , Herbert Schildt, Aug 16, 2011, Computers, 640 pages.
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Learn the fundamentals of Java programming in no time from
bestselling programming author Herb Schildt. Fully updated to cover Java Platform.

Just Java 2 , Peter van der Linden, Jun 21, 2004, Computers, 848 pages. The #1 introduction to
J2SE 1.5 and enterprise/server-side development! An international bestseller for eight years, Just
Javaв„ў 2 is the complete, accessible Java tutorial for.

Pure JFC Swing , Satyaraj Pantham, 1999, Computers, 806 pages. PLEASE PROVIDE COURSE
INFORMATION PLEASE PROVIDE.

Building Mobile Applications with Java , Joshua Marinacci, 2012, Computers, 72 pages. Advises on
using open source frameworks to write Java code in order to develop mobile applications and
creating interfaces that tailor to the needs of mobile device users..

INTRO TO OBJ ORIEND PROG THRU JAVA , ISRD, , , . This book is designed for the course on
Object Oriented Programming through Java offered to students taking the DOEACC's 'A' level
certificate examination. The book will also.
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Learning Core Audio A Hands-On Guide to Audio Programming for Mac and iOS, Chris Adamson,
Kevin Avila, Apr 3, 2012, Computers, 336 pages. Audio can affect the human brain in the most
powerful and profound ways. Using AppleвЂ™s Core Audio, you can leverage all that power in
your own Mac and iOS software.

Core Java 1.2 Fundamentals, Cay S. Horstmann, Gary Cornell, 1999, Computers, 742 pages.
Software -- Programming Languages..

The JFC Swing Tutorial: A Guide to Constructing GUIs, Volume 1 A Guide to Constructing GUIs,
Kathy Walrath, 2004, Computers, 770 pages. Written by a lead writer on the Swing team and
bestselling author of "The Java Tutorial," this guidebook--now fully updated and
revised--provides a hard copy of Sun's popular.

Problem Solving with Data Structures Using Java A Multimedia Approach, Mark Guzdial, Barbara
Ericson, 2011, Computers, 485 pages. Problem Solving with Data Structures, First Edition is not a
traditional data structures textbook that teaches concepts in an abstract, and often dry, context
that focuses on.

Hardcore JFC Conquering the Swing Architecture, Mitch Goldstein, Aug 13, 2001, Computers,
356 pages. A comprehensive guide to the functionality and practical use of the Java Foundations
Classes (JFC)..

Java For Dummies Quick Reference , Doug Lowe, May 15, 2012, Computers, 384 pages. A
reference that answers your questions as you move through your coding The demand for
Android programming and web apps continues to grow at an unprecedented pace and Java is.



The Kaiser vs. Bismarck suppressed letters by the Kaiser and new chapters from the autobiography
of the Iron Chancellor, Otto Bismarck (FГјrst von), 1921, Germany, 202 pagesThe People of
Ancient Israel An Introduction to Old Testament Literature, History, and Thought, John Kenneth
Kuntz, Jan 1, 1974, Bible, 559 pages
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Haven , John R. Maxim, 1997, Fiction, 374 pages. Seeking to rebuild her life and forget her past
identity as the Mossad's most ruthless assassin, Elizabeth Stride settles on the island of Hilton
Head, where the disappearanceChemical reaction engineering, Boston developed in advance of the
7th International Symposium on Chemical Reaction Engineering, in Boston, Massachusetts, October
4-6, 1982, James Wei, Christos Georgakis, 1981, Technology & Engineering, 614 pages download
Swing Hacks: Tips and Tools for Killer GUIs 2005 Three Men in a Boat , K. Jerome Jerome, 2009,
Fiction, 170 pages. Three Men in a Boat (To Say Nothing of the Dog) is a hilarious account by
Jerome K. Jerome of three overworked friends who decide to take a boating holiday on the River
Thames
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Sheep in Wolves' Clothing , Satoshi Kitamura, Jan 1, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 40 pages. Suspecting a
band of wily wolves when their fleecy coats are stolen, sheep companions Georgina, Hubert, and
Gogol enlist the help of private detective Elliott BaaPre-school Education for the Rural
Disadvantaged A Study of Head Start in Elmore and Coosa Counties, Alabama, Carole Singleton
Henkin, 1973, Education, Preschool, 504 pages Contribution to the History of Fishing in the
Southern Seas , Bengt Anell, 1955, Fishing, 249 pages. Includes brief references to fishing
techniques and implements used in traditional Australia; data drawn from secondary sources
Distinguished by its superior allied health focus and integration of technology, The Eighth Edition
of Seager and Slabaugh's INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY FOR TODAY meets students.
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Lion Dancer Ernie Wan's Chinese New Year, Kate Waters, Dec 1, 1990, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32
pages. Describes six-year-old Ernie Wong's preparations, at home and in school, for the Chinese
New Year celebrations and his first public performance of the lion danceBicycling A Reintroduction,
Karen Ruth, May 15, 2011, Sports & Recreation, 128 pages. Learn to love biking all over again!
Other than the fundamental act of mounting a bike and pedalling off down the street, practically
everything has changed in biking today
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Preconditioned Iterative Methods , David J. Evans, 1994, Computers, 491 pages. Precondition
Gradient Methods emerged in the early 1970s as the most impressive algorithm for the large
sparse definite problems. The method has gained large acceptanceTreaty Series 2064
I:35731-35738 The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman , Laurence Sterne, Nov 16,
2011, Fiction, 704 pages. Introduction and Notes by Robert Folkenflik Rich in playful double
entendres, digressions, formal oddities, and typographical experiments, The Life and Opinions of
Tristram download Swing Hacks: Tips and Tools for Killer GUIs Joshua Marinacci, Chris Adamson A
collection of Robert Frost's best poems including, "The Road Not Taken," "A Old Man's Winter
Night," "A Girl's Garden," "Snow," and "Meeting and Passing." Get lost in the.
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Literacy Development and Enhancement Across Orthographies and Cultures , Dorit Aram, Ofra
Korat, Dec 4, 2009, Language Arts & Disciplines, 246 pages. One key measure of a country's status
in the world is the literacy of its people; at the same time, global migration has led to increased
interest in bilingualism and foreignMoney, Men, and Machines , Waddill Catchings, Charles
Frederick Roos, 1958, Currency question, 241 pages



Digital Integrated Circuit Design , Kenneth William Martin, 2000, Technology & Engineering, 543
pages. The impact of digital integrated circuits on our modern society has been pervasive. They
are the enabling technology of the current computer and information-technologyShambling With
The Stars A Living with the Dead Short Story, Jesse Petersen, Jun 15, 2011, Fiction, 29 pages.
Avery Andrews is her name and directing celebrity telethons after tragedies is her game. But the
Northwestern Zombie Outbreak isn't your average tragedy... and once the The "Return of
Quetzalcoatl" did it play a role in the conquest of Mexico?, Henry B. Nicholson, 2001, History, 22
pages This study of hellenization focuses on the life of Mausolus (best known for his elaborate
Greek tomb, the original "Mausoleum"), and his family, who were fourth-century B.C. Natalie and
her sisters have known Tom and his family forever. They climbed trees together, scraped knees on
the same pavements and, in taking shared steps towards adulthood. The authors show how to
assess the health of your organisation and promote a culture of energy and productivity. They
present practical techniques for identifying sources of.
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Tiger and Dragon I Ching A Reintegration According to Taoist Yoga, , Jan 1, 2001, Yi jing, 328
pages. A clear presentation of several methods of using this ancient Chinese Oracle are given,
followed by Ways of Interpretation. The Second Part is the body of the book, givingTraditional
Japanese Acupuncture Fundamentals of Meridian Therapy, T. Koei Kuwahara, 2003, Medical, 381
pages. The authors, who are among Japan's foremost teachers and clinicians, have compiled a
work that provides a broad, accurate, and detailed foundation for students learning download
Swing Hacks: Tips and Tools for Killer GUIs Joshua Marinacci, Chris Adamson



Operations Management , Kostas N. Dervitsiotis, Jan 1, 1981, Business & Economics, 771
pagesShadows of Wolf Fire , ThГ©un Mares, 2002, Conduct of life, 347 pages. Freedom is not a
vague mystical concept. True freedom needs to be fought for and attained. In 'Shadows of Wolf
Fire' Theun lifts the veils of myth as he takes us back to the The World of Darkness , White Wolf
Publishing, 2004, Games, 224 pages "German Radical Pietism introduces the reader to the
research of the major contemporary scholar of radical Pietism, Hans Schneider. Originally
appearing in the comprehensive. This volume presents emerging molecular methods of analyzing
for food pathogens. It contains methodologies for the laboratory isolation and identification of the
three groups.



Laser Satellite Communication The Third Generation, William H. Mott, Robert B. Sheldon, 2000,
Business & Economics, 315 pages. Introduces the next generation of telecommunications--laser
satellite communications--and discusses opportunities and business strategies available with the
new technologyThe Cambridge Companion to Atheism , Michael Martin, Oct 30, 2006, Religion, . In
this 2007 volume, eighteen of the world's leading scholars present original essays on various
aspects of atheism: its history, both ancient and modern, defense and Political Culture in Post-
Communist Russia Formlessness and Recreation in a Traumatic Transition, James Alexander, Sep
30, 2000, History, 267 pages. Taking a unique approach to studying Russian political culture, this
book presents an in-depth analysis of the attitudes and activities of residents in two provincial
capitals Provides brief descriptions of various jobs involved with preparing and serving food,
including kitchen help, short-order cook, host or hostess, waiters and waitresses, and.



The designers great automobiles and the men who made them, L. J. K. Setright, 1976, Biography
& Autobiography, 199 pagesAnywhere, anytime the history of the Fifty-Seventh Infantry (PS), John
E. Olson, Frank O. Anders, Jan 1, 1991, History, 238 pages How to Be Happy Though Married ,
Tim F. LaHaye, 2002, Religion, 148 pages. Mining the Bible for advice, the author shows a new
generation how to develop physical, mental, and spiritual harmony in marriage. Original Think of
this unique reference book as Inspiration Central for elementary and middle school science
teachers. Fully updated, this new edition of The Everyday Science Sourcebook. A beautiful full color
compilation of 75 women artists from different ethnic backgrounds touching on many different
issues and experiences. Women artists have produced a wealth.



National Journal, Volume 13, Issue 31 , , 1981, LegislationLife Lists for Teens Tips, Steps, Hints,
and How-Tos for Growing Up, Getting Along, Learning, and Having Fun, Pamela Espeland, Feb 15,
2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 272 pages. Lists organize your thinking, focus your energy, free up time
in your day (and space in your brain), and give you confidence. No wonder everyone loves lists:
making them
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Principles and standards for school mathematics, Volume 1 , , 2000, Mathematics, 402 pages. This
volume updates the messages of NCTM's previous "Standards" and shows how students' learning
should grow accross four grade bands: pre-K-2, 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12. ItKilling Me Softly , Nicci
French, Aug 7, 2001, Fiction, 368 pages. Now that you've read GONE GIRL... Alice Loudon has it
all: a devoted boyfriend, a marvelous circle of friends, a challenging job as a research scientist.
Then one morning, on download Swing Hacks: Tips and Tools for Killer GUIs 2005 0596009070,
9780596009076 The Last Enemy , Pauline Baird Jones, 1999, Fiction, 374 pages. After witnessing
her ex-brother-in-law committing a murder, romance writer Dani Gwynne is placed in the federal
witness protection program, but she fears for her life when Zadie Smith: Critical Essays is a timely
collection of critical articles examining how Zadie Smith's novels and short stories interrogate race,
postcolonialism, and identity. This new edition of The Finite Element Method maintains the
comprehensive style of the earlier editions and authoritatively incorporates the latest developments
of this dynamic. An insightful study of Arthur Miller's work.
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Where does the brown bear go? , Nicki Weiss, 1989, Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. When the lights go
down on the city street and the sun sinks far behind the seas, the animals of the world are on their
way home for the nightSurface archaeology , Alan P. Sullivan, 1998, Science, 183 pages. These ten
papers discuss the value of weakly patterned surficial assemblages to archaeological understanding
of the human past. Both training and inclination have historically



The New Living Heart , Michael Ellis DeBakey, Antonio M. Gotto, 1997, Health & Fitness, 495
pages. A layman's guide to the workings of the complex cardiovascular system, providing
information on warning signals of cardiovascular trouble, the factors of heart disease, and aOn the
omniscience of the supreme being, a poetical essay , Christopher Smart, 1752, Literary Criticism
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The Meaning of the Glorious Koran An Explanatory Translation, Marmaduke Pickthall, William
Montgomery Watt, 1992, Religion, 693 pagesFemale Subjects in Black and White Race,
Psychoanalysis, Feminism, Elizabeth Abel, Barbara Christian, Helene Moglen, 1997, Social Science,
373 pages. "This brilliant and timely collection takes us far in documenting the complex
intrapsychic worlds and intersubjective relations of race, gender, and culture. Questions
Researching teaching exploring teacher development through reflexive inquiry, Ardra L. Cole, J.
Gary Knowles, 2000, Education, 220 pages. Researching Teaching, with its attention to personal
history influences and the broader contexts of teaching, extends the notion of teacher research
beyond a curriculum focus download Swing Hacks: Tips and Tools for Killer GUIs Joshua Marinacci,
Chris Adamson 519 pages Revise AS Edexcel Biology is a comprehensive study and revision guide
containing everything you need to achieve the AS grade you want. It will support your studies
throughout. A tribute to over 70 of today's Olympic and World Stars.
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History of the Siege of Londonderry, 1689 , Cecil Davis Milligan, 1951, Derry (Northern Ireland),
404 pagesGod Has Ninety-Nine Names Reporting from a Militant Middle East, Judith Miller, Jul 19,
2011, Political Science, 576 pages. A FIRST-HAND ACCOUNT OF THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER IN
TODAY'S MIDDLE EAST God Has Ninety-Nine Names is a gripping, authoritative account of the epic
battle between modernity and The Australian National Review, Volume 1 , Robin John Tillyard, W.
Farmer Whyte, 1937, History Play Congas Now approaches conga playing in a very user-friendly
way and is a must for all students who wish to learn the basic styles, patterns and techniques from
world. Thomas Pogge tries to explain how most of the population of this planet can excuse world
poverty. A mere one or two % of the wealth of the richer nations could help in.



The River Beyond the World A Novel, Janet Peery, Sep 15, 1997, Fiction, 304 pages. The natures
of love, loss, power, and pride are explored in the decades of interactions between a farmer's wife
and her Mexican housemaid in the Texas border town of Rio ParadisoWrite to be Read Reading,
Reflection, and Writing. Student's book. Bd.1, William R. Smalzer, 2005, , 218 pages Swing Hacks:
Tips and Tools for Killer GUIs Joshua Marinacci, Chris Adamson
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Distinction A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, Pierre Bourdieu, 1984, Social Science, 613
pages. Examines differences in taste between modern French classes, discusses the relationship
between culture and politics, and outlines the strategies of pretensionCurrent Issues in Theoretical
Psychology Selected/edited Proceedings of the. Conference of the International Society for
Theoretical Psychology., International Society for Theoretical Psychology. Conference, William J.
Baker, 1985, Psychology Supply Chain Redesign Transforming Supply Chains Into Integrated Value
Systems, Robert B. Handfield, Ernest L. Nichols, 2002, Business & Economics, 371 pages. The
authors identify key emerging trends and drivers in supply chain management, introduce powerful
new strategies for redesigning supply chains, and present comprehensive A young ranchhand
named Matt is forced to be an accomplice to the Jake Hooker gang's relentless progress of plunder
and murder. This is the first critical edition of Christopher Smart's translation of Phaedrus' fables,
and the first literary commentary on these fables in English. Many of the best-known.
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